Heterogeneous Chip Multiprocessors is a hotspot in CMP. In order to boost its potential power, the two-level scheduling architecture and the relevant DPK (Dynamic priority and 0-1Knapsack) algorithm is proposed in this paper to handle the scheduling problem for multiple DAG-structure hard real-time applications. Based on the characters of CMP, three dispatch queues in application level and task level are provided in the architecture to consider the multiple DAG-structure applications as a whole. In the application level, the DPK algorithm utilizes Laxity, a dynamic parameter to measure the current urgency of each application rather than the static deadline discussed in most other literatures. In the task level, the algorithm not only considers the sub-jobs of the application with the highest priority, but also at the end of each scheduling step, finds other proper unscheduled subjobs in any application to fill the idle time slice generated in this scheduling step just like the classical 0-1 Knapsack problem. According to the algorithm analysis and simulation experiments, with the DPK algorithm, the Successful Rate can be increased and the idle time of each processor is reduced.
INTRODUCTION
Chip multiprocessor (CMP) [1] is a relatively new micro-architectural paradigm in recent years, which means multiple processors, or "cores" are integrated on a single chip. Because of the unique opportunities presented by heterogeneous (or asymmetric) chip multiprocessors-by better matching execution resources to each application's needs and addressing a much wider spectrum of system loads to improve system throughput, reduce processor power and mitigate Amdahl's law, heterogeneous CMP becomes a wise choice [16] . Unlike other heterogeneous computing environments such as Clusters and Grid, in CMP, the cost of data transferring among different cores is much lower, especially, in the compute-intensive applications the data transferring time can be ignored. What's more, the whole situation of CMP can be monitored more. These advantages allow a chip to achieve greater throughput. However, because of the unbalance between the development of CMP hardware technology and relevant supporting software, especially operating system, the anticipant performance of CMP can not be well reached until now. There are many open challenging problems, and one of which is job (application) scheduling. Job (application) scheduling has been studied for a long time and many classic algorithms are proposed. However, many current scheduling algorithms can not be used directly in CMP. In fact, in CMP, the literatures about job scheduling are not too much and the algorithms used in current CMP are simple. There are many types of applications, and for CMP, its predominance can be better showed when parallel applications run on it. In order to utilize the CMP computing ability well, it is necessary for most applications to be separated as several sub-jobs, among which there are data/control dependences, to be mapped on different cores. What's more, in many applications, the hard real-time is also required. When several such kinds of applications come continually, how to schedule them in CMP needs to be considered.
In this paper, a two-level scheduling architecture and DPK (Dynamic priority and 0-1Knapsack) scheduling algorithm is proposed, which can be viewed as the hybrid of processor scheduling conception and other heterogeneous computing environment scheduling conception. The main contributions of the DPK algorithm are:
1. The DPK algorithm adopts a dynamic priority for each application to help more applications meet their deadline. 2. The DPK algorithm considers the multi DAG-Structure applications as a whole to optimize the total throughout and reduce the reaction time and processors' idle time.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of scheduling problem discussed in the paper. Section 3 elaborates the DPK scheduling algorithm. Section 4 presents the simulated experiments. Section 5 discusses the related work and Section 6 concludes the paper.
PROBLEM MODEL 2.1. CMP Model
Currently, there are different chip multiprocessor architectures. Similar to the Single-ISA Heterogeneous Multi-Core architecture, which has been proposed and evaluated in the earlier work [17] [18] , this paper assumes that, a CMP has n cores, each of which is an independent processor. The heterogeneity of these n cores comes from differences in their cache sizes, raw execution bandwidth, and other functions (e.g. some cores are designed specially for graphic process, while some others are good for floating point calculation). In the CMP, centralized scheduling policy is adopted. One core, which is responsible for the scheduling, is called the scheduling core.
Application Model
Before giving the application model, some used items in this paper are given as follows.
Task A task is a minimal function unit which can be mapped on one core in CMP. When a task is scheduled in a processor, it can not be migrated, or the character can be called partitioned [4] . What's more, when a task begins to be executed, it is non-preemptive. Different tasks may have different types, and the execution performance may be different when the same task is mapped on different cores. Resource The resources discussed in this paper mean besides the processors, any ability or equipment required by a task. One resource can have more than one instance. The same as [11] , the resource accessing way can be classified into two catalogs: shared and excluded. If a task requires a resource in a shared way, the resource can be used by other task in a shared way. But if a task requires a resource in an excluded way, no other task can use this resource at the same time. Application The paper pays main attention on the application with the following characters.
1. The application is hard real-time application, and the arrival pattern of the discussed application is aperiodic. 2. The application consists of, or can be separated into, a series of sub-jobs, among which there is a partial executing order. Here, each sub-job is a task. A sub-job's execution needs one processor and other resources.
3. The application is computing-intensive. When the data is generated, the time of accessing data (no matter from local cache or shared cache) can be hided in the computing time and need not to be considered separately. According to the above description, an application can be modeled as a directed acyclic graph (DAG), the nodes of which represent the sub-jobs and the edges show the data/control dependence among the sub-jobs. The set of nodes is SJ, and SJ(j) means the execution time of sub-job j in the application. E is the set of edges. If the execution of sub-job j is relied on sub-job i's results, SJ(j) is the successor of SJ(i) and E(i,j)=1.
Other symbols used in the paper are as follows: ♦ AT: the arriving time of an application. ♦ HD: the hard deadline of an application/a sub-job.
♦ CET: the current earliest estimated finishing time of the application.
This parameter is calculated dynamically according to the current execution situation. ♦ EST: the earliest starting time of an application/a sub-job. ♦ LST: the latest starting time of an application/a sub-job. ♦ AFT: the actual finishing time of an application/a sub-job. ♦ WET: the worst execution time of sub-job.
Problem Model
Unlike scheduling applications one by one or scheduling a batch of applications within a certain time range together, the problem discussed in this paper is how to schedule all existing applications, (defined in 2.2.) at any time as whole in order to let more applications be finished before deadline. The problem is important in the heterogeneous CMP environment and two key aspects should be considered. 1. The scheduling pattern. If the applications are treated one by one, it is highly possible that the ones which arrive later but have early deadline can not be successfully scheduled. If the applications coming in a certain time slice are treated together, for the ones arriving earlier, the time is actually wasted. Luckily, although the sub-jobs are non-preemptive, the whole application can be preemptive after any sub-job. At these time points, the current scheduling object can be adjusted to let more applications succeed. 2. The utilization of generated processor idle time. One task can not be executed without an available processor or any other required resources. Here, one task's all predecessors can be viewed as the
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The dynamic priority based scheduling algorithm for hard real-time heterogeneous CMP application "required resources" as well, because of the existence of dependences among tasks. In order to make an urgent task meet its deadline, it is necessary to find an available processor to schedule it right away, even other required resources are not ready now. Because if another task, which can be started earlier, are selected, the processors may be occupied for a long time, which results in the urgent task fails. So, sometimes, it is unavoidable to generate the idle time. As a result, how to utilize the idle time should also be considered in this paper. According to the conceptions mentioned above, the scheduling problem is defined as follows:
Problem1.
INSTANCE: Set M of DAG-structure applications. Set R for resources except for processors. For each application Mi∈M, an arrival-time Mi.AT and a deadline Mi.HD. For each application Mi∈M, Num(i) sub-jobs with their own execution length and resources requirements.
QUESTION: Is there an n-processor CMP schedule for M that obeys the precedence constraints and resources requirement constrains, and meets all the deadlines? That is, for each Mi, Mi.AFT<=Mi.AT+Mi.HD.
In order to analogy and utilize this Multi-DAG applications scheduling and the independent tasks scheduling in multiprocessor, which has been already discussed for a long time by lots of literatures [2] [6] , it is necessary and feasible to change Problem1 into Problem2:
Problem2.
INSTANCE: Set M of DAG-structure applications. Set R for resources except for processors. For each application Mi∈M, an arrival-time Mi.AT and a deadline Mi.HD. For each application Mi∈M, Num(i) sub-jobs with their own execution length and resources requirements. The total number of all sub-jobs is Now, these sub-jobs can be viewed as independent with each other. However, all sub-jobs are also viewed as resources which are required by other sub-jobs in a shared way, if and only if there is dependence between them in original application. For example, if in application Mi, E(k,l)=1, Mi.SJ(k) is one of the shared resources of Mi.SJ(l). The EATs(Mi.SJ(k)) is the finishing time of Mi.SJ(k). QUESTION: Is there an n-processor CMP schedule for sub-jobs that obeys the resources constraints, and meets all the deadlines?
Problem2 has the similar description to the general hard real-time problem, and is a NP-Complete problem, the relevant proving processing of which can be found in [3] . In the following, a heuristic algorithm is provided based of the application model mentioned above.
DPK SCHEDULING ALGORITHM AND ANALYSIS 3.1. Scheduling Architecture
According to the problem analysis in Part II, a two-level scheduling architecture is presented, as Fig. 1 shows.
In this architecture, there are two levels: the application level and the task level. In the application level, a Main Queue (MQ) is held by the scheduler to store the applications in an order based on their priority. According to the Main Queue, the scheduler will generate two queues, Schedule Queue (SQ) and Ready Queue (RQ) in the task level, which can be finally scheduled into different cores. The Schedule Queue means all the tasks in this queue must be disposed in this scheduling cycle, while the Ready Queue means the tasks in this queue may be treated with if there are some available processors.
DPK Scheduling Algorithm
The main idea of DPK algorithm is to adjust different applications' priories dynamically based on the current executing condition and use 0-1 Knapsack conception to fill the CPU idle time with any proper sub-jobs.
In DPK scheduling, the three dispatched queues kept by scheduler in the scheduling architecture: the Main Queue, Schedule Queue and Ready Queue, are defined here in details. Each queue has its own function to decide the priory of the elements. Main Queue (MQ): a queue is used to store the application. The order is based on H MQ , non-decreased. For each application in MQ, the function is:
Schedule Queue (SQ): a queue is used to store all SJs of the first application A first in MQ. The order is based on HSQ, non-decreased. For each SJ in A first , the function is:
Ready Queue (RQ): a queue is used to store all SJs of the other applications in MQ, excepting the first one. The order is based on HRQ, non-decreased. For each SJ mentioned above, the function is:
In the algorithm, MQ, SQ and RQ are dynamic, even there is no new application coming. The scheduler adjusts the priority of each application according to the current situation of cores, to finish more application successfully. Virtual Queue (VQ): For each core, there is a relevant VQ. In each scheduling cycle, the scheduled SJs are stored in VQ. In VQ, the schedule order can be changed. At the end of the scheduling cycle, the SJs in VQ are put into the relevant processors' local dispatch queue. 
The critical path here is mentioned as the longest length in the current DAG of the application. In Step8, when the scheduled SJs are removed from the DAG, the critical path may be changed. 2. Like myopic algorithm [5] , the resources are also considered here, but for simpler explanation, we just discuss that for each resource, there is only one instance. Similarly, We use EATs(k) to represent the earliest available time of shared resource R k , while EATe(k) to represent the earliest available time of excluded resource R k . When a SJ can be executed, all resources must be available, its all predecessors should be finished, and at least one core is idle. As a result, SJ.EST(i) means the earliest time of SJ begins to execute on processor i.
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The dynamic priority based scheduling algorithm for hard real-time heterogeneous CMP application 3. In step6, it does not schedule the sub-jobs in the real cores dispatch queue. Instead, the scheduled SJs are stored in each core's VQ. The advantage of this method is to make changes in Step7. If a sub-job is scheduled into the real queue directly, it is inconvenient to let each processor to adjust the order of tasks. Therefore, before Step8, the SJs are put into the VQ, and it is good for the scheduler to reorder the SJs position to increase the efficiency of resources utilization and reduce the processors' idle time.
In Step7, the idle time means, the blocking time of SJs scheduled in
Step6. For example, assume SJ 1 is prepared to be scheduled in Processor 1 in Step6. Although Processor 1 provides the earliest finish time, SJ 1 still needs to wait 5 time units more when the processor is free to wait for other resources. At this time, this 5 time units is called the idle time, and is like a Knapsack. So, how to select the rest unscheduled SJ to fill the idle time can be viewed as a 0-1 Knapsack problem, and the simplest widely used greedy algorithm is used here.
Algorithm Analysis
1. The DPK algorithm considers several applications as a whole. Unlike many other DAG scheduling heuristic algorithms which consider applications one by one, in each scheduling cycle, the DPK algorithm first considers the sub-jobs which have no predecessors of the application with the highest priority in MQ, and then considers all other sub-jobs which have no predecessors in other applications. For example, in Fig. 2 , assume application A has the higher priority than application B now. In the first scheduling cycle, node0 and node1 are firstly scheduled according to the algorithm. However, node0 in application B is also considered subsequently. If there is a proper processor to schedule, this node will be scheduled right now.
2. The DPK algorithm uses a dynamic priority, which is discussed in details later, to represent the urgency of the application. For example, in Fig. 3 , assume application A has the earlier deadline than application B, and they have the same AT. At the beginning time, showed in Fig. 3(a) , by computation, A's priority is higher, so, some of SJs in A are scheduled first. When CET is computed, it uses the WET of each SJ, but in real scheduling, the true execution time of a SJ may be less. Therefore, it is possible that after some times, according to the current execution situation, A.CET may be reduced, as Fig. 3(b) shows. In Fig. 3(b) , A is anticipated to be finished ahead a much longer time than B. So, although the deadline is not changed, in DPK algorithm, at this time, B's priority is higher than A, and the scheduler considers SJs in B first now. Contrarily, if deadline is considered only and the priority is stable, the extreme condition, showed in Fig. 3 (c) may occurs. As a result, this dynamic priority makes the scheduler more flexible and then increases the successful rate.
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3. The DPK algorithm introduces the Virtual Queue and the classical 0-1Knapsack conception here to reduce the processors' idle time. Once a sub-job is scheduled in a real processor dispatch queue, it is hard and improper for the central scheduler to change the order of this sub-job. So, if the sub-job is blocked because of waiting resources ready or its other factors, the processor idle time comes. Fig. 4 shows the advantage of adopting the 0-1Knapsack conception. Use Application A and B described in Fig. 1 as the example. On the one hand, in Fig. 4(a) , in the second scheduling cycle, A_2 and A_3 are scheduled in VQ first. However, due to that A_3 can start only after A_0 finishing, there is an idle times slice between A_1 and A_3 in processor 2. So, DPK algorithm views the idle time slice as a 0-1Knapsack, and finds a
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The dynamic priority based scheduling algorithm for hard real-time heterogeneous CMP application proper "goods" B_0 to fill in. Similarly, in the third scheduling cycle, A_4 is used to fill in the idle time. One the other hand, in Fig. 4(b) , although Application A and B both meet the deadline, there actual finish time is late and the idle time is more. If there are more applications or the deadline is earlier, the situation in Fig. 4(b) has the higher possibility to be failed .
A concrete example serves to show the advantages of DPK scheduling algorithm. There are 2 processors and 2 resources R1,R2. For the sake of simplicity, a resource only has one instance. Two applications A and B with the DAG-structure described in Fig. 2 are given, and the WET of each SJ in these applications is showed in table 1. A and B come at the same time, and their deadline are: A.HD=18, B.HD=17. Based on the deadline of each application, each SJ.HD can be computed and showed in table 1 as well. Using the general DAG scheduling method, which just considers the deadline of each application, Fig. 5(a) shows, at least one application can not be finished before its deadline. Fig. 5(b) shows scheduling these sub-jobs according to Problem 2 using myopic algorithm with K=3, W=1 and Backslid=1 [5] , the schedule is also failed. But The dynamic priority based scheduling algorithm for hard real-time heterogeneous CMP application Figure 5 . The scheduling result for table 1.
SIMULATION EXPERIMENT
For simplicity, in the experiment, four types of tasks and four types of cores are given. All the differences of different cores are represented by the execution speed. The execution speed relationship between tasks and cores are showed in Table 2 .
Application Generation
In the simulation, a DAG-structure application is generated as follows: a. The level L of the DAG is chosen randomly between [MIN_Level, MAX_Level]. b. In each level, the number Node_num of sub-jobs is selected randomly between [MIN_num, MAX_num]. c. For each sub-job SJ(j,i) in level j, randomly select [1, Node_num(j-1)] nodes from level j-1 as its predecessor. d. For each sub-job, generate the task type and workload randomly from the range of [MIN_Sub, MAX_Sub]. e. For each sub-job, the resource requirement, shared or exclusive, is also randomly selected. For simplicity, in the simulation, we just consider one resource with 2 instances. After that, the Shortest Completion Time can be calculated as SC. The deadline of the application is chose randomly between [AT+SC, AT+(1+W)*SC], where W is an input parameter to show the laxity of the deadline. If W is bigger, this means there is more time for each application.
Experiment
In our experiment, 100 applications are generated to run on an 8-core (2 of each type) CMP and the time of data transferred among cores is ignored. The applications come according to normal distribution, where µ = 0, σ = 1.0. The adoption of the dynamic priority is based on the situation that: the estimated execution time of a sub-job can not be totally precise. As table 2 shows, when different type task runs on different cores, the actual execution time is different. But when we compute the estimated execution time, the WET is used. So, in most cases, the actually execution may be less.
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In the experiment, we mainly compare DPK scheduling algorithm and the deadline-driven algorithm (DDA), which sets the priority of each application according the deadline, and does not consider the generated idle time.
Formula (5) defines SR (Successful Rate). There, Nsuss means the number of applications which are successfully finished before deadline. N suss SR= ------------(5) total number of applications Fig. 6 shows SR of DPK and DDA according to different W. It is easy to say that when the applications are dense, DPK shows greater advantages. First, in each scheduling cycle, DPK algorithm adjusts the priorities of applications and selects the most emergent one, while DDA algorithm's static priorities can not reflect the precise condition, which will lead more applications fail. Second, the DPK algorithm try its best to find proper sub-jobs to fill in the CPU idle time, that is means compared to DDA algorithm, DPK algorithm let more sub-jobs be executed in advance, and leave more room for more applications to be finished. But when W is bigger, which means for each application, there are more time can be use, so the gap between different algorithms' SR is smaller.
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The dynamic priority based scheduling algorithm for hard real-time heterogeneous CMP application Figure 6 . The SR of two algorithms according to W. Fig. 7 shows that, the DPK has much more predominance on the total cores utilization because of its 0-1 knapsack conception. The predominance is affected less by the changing of W. However, Fig. 8 shows the predominance is affected more by the changing of resources (W = 1). When the number of a resource's instances grows, less idle time of the cores generates, because fewer sub-jobs should wait for the resources. So, the DPK algorithm's superiority can be mainly showed by its dynamic priority. But when then number of instances are increased at some level, the core utilization is not increased remarkably. This is because the dependences in the application. Even if other resources can be used as soon as possible, a sub-job must wait until all its predecessors are finished. DPK algorithm can utilize these waiting time for other applications while DDA can not. Theoretically speaking, for applications, if the resource requirements are more, and the instances of a resource is fewer, the DPK algorithm will show better performance on cores' utilization. Figure 8 . The cores utilization of two algorithms according to the number of resource instances. Fig. 9 shows when W=2, the details comparison between DDA and DPK. From Fig. 9(a) , it is clear that in DPK, all processors workload are more balance and have a better utilization. In Fig. 9(b) , even the SR are similar according to Fig. 6 , most applications have a earlier finished time in DPK algorithm.
RELATED WORK
Related work includes studies from DAG scheduling, real-time scheduling, and scheduling in heterogonous chip multiprocessors.
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The DAG scheduling algorithms for non real-time applications in heterogeneous computing environment has been studied by many literatures [7] [8] . The real-time scheduling for indispensable applications on heterogeneous computing environment have also been researched for many years, and many literature [4] [6][9][10] [5] give different solutions.
However, the research about real-time DAG scheduling algorithms is relatively fewer. [11] [12] use real-time DAG to research the scheduling problem of dependent tasks, but they all static scheduling algorithm. Other literatures [13] provide the algorithm which can be only used in the homogeneous environment. [14] presents a dynamic real-time scheduling algorithm DEFF to deal with multiple parallel applications which are modeled by DAG in heterogeneous environments. [15] proposes an algorithm to schedule the sub-jobs by utilizing the spare capability left by the periodic realtime jobs and an Early Deadline First policy. But the DPK algorithm considers both of the priority of application level and sub-jobs level to make a more precise solution, and when the idle time considered, DPK introduces the method of solving 0-1Knapsack problem.
When multi real-time applications scheduling is considered, most of the literatures only consider the periodic ones, such as [19] . It's easier to make the scheduling decision about periodic applications than aperiodic applications, but the aperiodic ones are more general. The DPK algorithm mainly considers the aperiodic applications, which is more flexible and wider used.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, the DPK scheduling algorithm for multiple DAG-structure applications in CMP is discussed. This algorithm considers all current applications as a whole, rather than scheduling them one by one, and introduces the conception of solving 0-1Knapsack problem, to achieve higher SR and lower processor idle time. The algorithm analysis and simulation experiments show the advantages. This paper represents our first and preliminary effort to research this complex problem in CMP, and there are still some open problems to be solved. The next steps of the planned work include the followings:
First, based on the current algorithm, the fault-tolerant should be considered in the next step. Second, for more complex situation, we consider the network in CMP and the data communication is taken into account.
